We study clustering problems under the lens of algorithmic fairness inspired by the disparate impact doctrine. Given a collection of points containing many protected groups, the goal is to find good clustering solutions where each cluster fairly represents each group. We allow the user to specify the parameters that define fair representation, and this flexibility makes our model significantly more general than the recent models of Chierichetti et al. (NIPS 2017) and Rösner and Schmidt (ICALP 2018). Our main result is a simple algorithm that, for any ℓ p -norm including the k-center, k-median, and k-means objectives, transforms any clustering solution to a fair one with only a slight loss in quality.
Introduction
Many important decisions today are made by (machine learning) algorithms. These range from showing advertisements to customers, to awarding home loans, to predicting recidivism. It is important to ensure that such algorithms are fair and are not biased towards or against some specific group in the population. A considerable amount of work [14, 18, 30, 31, [42] [43] [44] addressing this issue has emerged in the recent years.
Our paper considers fair algorithms for clustering. Clustering is a fundamental unsupervised learning problem where one wants to group a given data-set. Oftentimes, these data points are embedded in some (metric) space where the distance between two points is equated with their similarity, and a clustering is defined by finding a partition minimizing a certain objective. The question of fairness in clustering was first asked in the beautiful paper of Chierichetti et al. [18] with subsequent generalizations by Rösner and Schmidt [37] . In this paper, we give a much more generalized and tunable notion of fairness in clustering than that in [18, 37] . Our main result is that any solution for a wide suite of vanilla clustering objectives can be transformed into fair solutions in our notion with only a slight loss in quality.
Before precisely stating our results, we briefly discuss the notion of fairness. Many works in fairness [13, 14, 18, 37] work within the disparate impact (DI) doctrine [23] . At a very high level, the doctrine posits that any "protected class" must have approximately equal representation in the decisions taken (by an algorithm). In the clustering setting, this translates to all protected classes having approximately equal representation in the clusters returned. For instance, Chierichetti et al. [18] propose the model in which the set of points is partitioned into two colors, red and blue, and the constraint on a clustering algorithm respecting the DI doctrine is that in every cluster, the balance of red and blue points (the minimum of the red-to-blue and blueto-red ratio) should be at least a certain quantity. The algorithmic question that arises is: can one design clustering algorithms with these new set of constraints?
The DI doctrine is indeed a law [1, 22] in the United States, and consequently many works on algorithmic fairness [13, 14, 18, 23, 37, 43] have focused on this. At this point, we should point out to the reader that violating the DI doctrine is by itself not illegal [5] ; it is illegal only if the violation cannot be justified by the decision maker. Again, in the clustering setting, the justification could be that ensuring the fairness constraints leads to a significant drop in the quality of clustering. Nevertheless, even to justify the reasons for disparity, one needs to answer the algorithmic question mentioned in the last line of the previous paragraph.
Perspective and our contributions.
As mentioned above, Chierichetti et al. [18] study the clustering problem where the set of points is divided into two groups, and the constraint is that the balance of any cluster is at least 1/t for some positive integer t. There are two weaknesses in the above notion. One, the model cannot handle more than two groups and often there are multiple sensitive features (gender, race, age) which define protected classes. Second, for technical reasons their algorithms seem to work only for the thresholds of the form 1/t (and does not work for say, 2/5). Rösner and Schmidt [37] generalize the [18] model to handle multiple colors, but do not allow these groups to overlap. This is still unsatisfactory since the same person can share multiple sensitive features (consider an African-American senior woman), and defining non-overlapping groups to capture these features can lead to a combinatorial explosion. Furthermore, the fairness constraint imposed by [37] paper is extremely restrictive and brittle: they deem a clustering fair only if the balance of any cluster is exactly equal to the balance in the original population. For instance, if there were two groups whose cardinalities are co-prime numbers, then the only feasible solution is to return a single cluster with the whole population. Finally, apart from the O(t)-approximation for k-median objective in [18] (which gives an O(1)-approximation in the case of t = 1), both papers above only consider the k-center objective in clustering, and leave the problem of dealing with other norms an open question.
Our fairness notion. We propose a model which extends the model of [18] to have ℓ ≥ 2 groups of people which are allowed to overlap. For each group i, we have two parameters β i , α i ∈ [0, 1]. Motivated by the DI doctrine, we deem a clustering solution fair if each cluster satisfies two properties: (a) restricted dominance (RD), which asserts that the fraction of people from group i in any cluster is at most α i , and (b) minority protection (MP), which asserts that the fraction of people from group i in any cluster is at least β i . Note that we allow β i , α i 's to be arbitrary parameters, and furthermore, they can differ across different groups. This allows our model to provide a lot of flexibility to users. For instance, our model easily captures 1 the notions defined by [18] and [37] .
We allow our protected groups to overlap. Nevertheless, the quality of our solutions depend on the amount of overlap. We define ∆ (similar to [14] ) to be the maximum number of groups a single individual can be a part of. This parameter, as we argued above, is usually not 1, but can be assumed to be a small number depending on the application.
Our results. Despite the generality of our model, we show that in a black-box fashion, we can get fair algorithms for any ℓ p -norm objective (this includes, k-center, k-median, and the widely used k-means objective) if we allow for very small additive violations to the fairness constraint. For simplicity, let's stick to ∆ = 1. More precisely, given any ρ-approximation algorithm A for a given objective which could be returning widely unfair clusters, we can return a solution which is a (ρ + 2)-approximation to the best clustering which satisfies the fairness constraints (Theorem 1). Our solution, however, can violate both the RD and MP property additively as follows: for any cluster, the number of people from group i is at most α i times the total number of people in that cluster plus 4, and is at least β i times the total number of people in that cluster minus 4. Therefore, if the cardinality of the cluster is large, the error we make is negligible. If ∆ = 1, our additive violation becomes 4∆ + 4 which, again, is small in many applications. In particular, we can get (small) constant factor approximations for the fair k-means problem in our general model.
The black-box feature of our result is useful also in comparing the performance of any particular algorithm A. This helps if one wishes to justify the property of an algorithm one might be already using. Our results can be interpreted to give a way to convert any clustering algorithm to its fair version. Indeed, our method is very simple -we use the solution returned by A to define a fair assignment problem and show that this problem has a good optimal solution. The fair assignment problem is then solved via iterative rounding which leads to the small additive violations. In the case of ∆ = 1 (disjoint groups), we can get a simpler, one-iteration rounding algorithm. We believe the simplicity of our approach to be a feature which can be especially useful in practice. A follow-up work of is exploring this avenue.
Finally, we show that our simple approach also leads to algorithms for a related clustering problem. In many clustering applications involving anonymity and privacy [4, 37] , one requires the size of the cluster to be at least a certain size L. We show that given any ρ-approximation for the vanilla clustering problem in any ℓ p norm, we can get a (ρ+2)-approximation for the lower bounded clustering problem in O(2 k poly(n)) time (Theorem 3). Thus, our algorithm is a fixed-parameter tractable (FPT) approximation algorithm and in particular implies a 4.676-factor approximation algorithm for the lower bounded k-median problem. To put this in perspective, in polynomial time one can only get a large O(1)-approximation (see footnote 5). Furthermore, for higher norms, no constant factor approximations are known. 2 Comparison with Schmidt et al. [38] : In a very recent independent and concurrent work, Schmidt et al. [38] consider the fair k-means problem in the streaming model. Their notion of fairness is very similar to ours. However, their results crucially assume that the underlying metric space is Euclidean. Their main contributions are defining "fair coresets" and showing how to compute them in a streaming setting, resulting in significant reduction in the input size. Although their coreset construction algorithm works with arbitrary number of groups, their fair k-means algorithms assume there are only two disjoint groups of equal size. Note that this is the t = 1 setting for which Chierichetti et al.'s [18] work gives O(1)-approximation for both fair k-center and fair k-median problems. In fact, for the fair k-means problem Schmidt et al. [38] extend the algorithm of [18] to give an (5.5ρ + 1)-approximation, given any ρ-approximation for the vanilla k-means problem. In contrast, our fair k-means algorithm works in any metric space, with arbitrary number of overlapping groups. Our approximation ratio is ρ + 2, albeit we violate the fairness constraints by a small additive amount.
Other related works
Fairness in algorithm design has received a lot of attention lately. On one hand, intensive research is going on to define the notion of fairness [12, 21, 23, 31, 36] . In parallel, there is a growing body of work that incorporates fairness in algorithms [13, 14, 14, 18, 30, 31, [42] [43] [44] . Another branch of research is working towards understanding the computational limitation of fairness properties [19, 24, 34] . Our work falls in the category of designing fair algorithms, and as mentioned, we concentrate on the notion of disparate impact. Feldman et al. [23] and Zafar et al. [43] study the fair classification problem under this notion. Celis et al. in [14] and Celis et al. in [13] study respectively the fair ranking problem, and the multiwinner voting problem; Both of these works model fairness through disparate impact. Chierichetti et al. [18] first addresses disparate impact for clustering problems in the presence of two groups, Rösner and Schmidt [37] generalizes it to more than two groups.
Clustering is a ubiquitious problem and has been extensively studied in diverse communities (see [3] for a recent survey). We focus on the work done in the algorithms and optimization community for clustering problems under ℓ p norms. The p = {1, 2, ∞} norms, that is the k-center, k-median, and k-means problems, have been extensively studied. The k-center problem has a 2-approximation [25, 27] and it is NP-hard to do better [28] . A suite of algorithms [9, 16, 17, 29, 35] for the k-median problem has culminated in a 2.676-approximation [11] , and is still an active area of research. For k-means, the best algorithm is a 9 + εapproximation due to Ahmadian et al. [6] . For the general p-norm, most of the k-median algorithms imply a constant approximation (see footnote 3).
Capacitated clustering is similar to fair clustering in that in both, the assignment is not implied by the set of centers opened. We already mentioned the results for lower bounded clustering. One can also look at upper bounded clustering where every cluster is at most a size U . The (upper-bounded) capacitated k-median problem is one of the few classic problems remaining for which we don't know O(1)-approximations, and neither we know of a good hardness. The capacitated k-center problem has a 6-approximation [32] . Recently, an FPT algorithm was designed by [2] ; They show a 7 + ε-approximation for the upper bounded capacitated k-median problem which runs in time
. It is instructive to compare this with our result on lower bounded k-median problem.
Preliminaries
In this section we formally define the problems we study and the results we get. Throughout the paper, (X , d) is a metric space. The set X is partitioned into F ∪ C where F is the set of facilities and C is the set of clients. For a set S ⊆ X and a point x ∈ X , we use d(x, S) to denote min y∈S d(x, y). For an integer n, we use [n] to denote the set {1, 2, . . . , n}.
We start with a definition of the vanilla clustering problem with the ℓ p norm as the objective. The case of p = {1, 2, ∞} has been extensively studied in the literature [6, 9, 11, 16, 17, 25, 27, 29, 35] . Observe that for vanilla clustering, we may assume without loss of generality that for any client v ∈ C, φ(v) is the closest open facility in S to v. This is not true in the generalizations we consider. Given an instance I of the VANILLA (k, p)-CLUSTERING problem, we use OPT vnll (I) to denote its optimal value. The next definition formalizes the fair clustering problem which is the main focus of this paper.
Definition 2 (FAIR (k, p)-CLUSTERING Problem). In the fair version of the clustering problem, one is additionally given ℓ many (not necessarily disjoint) groups of C, namely C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C ℓ . We use ∆ to denote the maximum number of groups a single client v ∈ C can belong to; so if the C j 's were disjoint we would have ∆ = 1. One is also given two fairness vectors α, β ∈ [0, 1] ℓ .
The objective is to (a) open a subset of facilities S ⊆ F of at most k facilities, and (b) find an assignment φ : C → S of clients to the open facilities so as to minimize L p (S; φ), where φ satisfies the following fairness constraints.
The assignment φ defines a cluster {v : φ(v) = f } around every open facility f ∈ S. As explained in the Introduction, eq. (RD) is the restricted dominance property which upper bounds the ratio of any group's participation in a cluster, and eq. (MP) is the minority protection property which lower bounds this ratio to protect against under-representation. Due to these fairness constraints, we can no longer assume φ(v) is the nearest open facility in S to v. We use OPT fair (I) to denote the optimal value of any instance I of the FAIR (k, p)-CLUSTERING problem. Since I is also an instance of the vanilla problem, and since every fair solution is also a vanilla solution (but not necessarily vice versa) we get OPT vnll (I) ≤ OPT fair (I) for any I.
The following defines what the assignment should be once we decide which facilities to open. Definition 3 (FAIR p-ASSIGNMENT Problem). In this problem, we are given the original set of clients C and a set S ⊆ F with |S| = k. The objective is to find the assignment φ : C → S such that (a) the constraints eq. (RD) and eq. (MP) are satisfied, and (b) L p (S; φ) is minimized among all such satisfying assignments.
Given an instance J of the FAIR p-ASSIGNMENT problem, which comprises the metric space and the subset S ⊆ F , we let OPT asgn (J ) denote its optimum value. Clearly, given any instance of the FAIR (k, p)-CLUSTERING problem, if S * is the optimal subset and J is the instance of FAIR p-ASSIGNMENT defined by S * , then OPT fair (I) = OPT asgn (J ).
In this paper, we give bicriteria results for both FAIR p-ASSIGNMENT and subsequently the FAIR (k, p)-CLUSTERING problem. We define these notions next.
Definition 4 (λ-Violating Algorithm for FAIR p-ASSIGNMENT). Given an instance J = (S, C, d) of the FAIR p-ASSIGNMENT problem, a λ-violating algorithm produces an assignment φ : C → S such that (a) L p (S; φ) ≤ OPT asgn (J ), and (b) the constraints eq. (RD) and eq. (MP) are satisfied with an at most ±λ violation. More precisely, for any f ∈ S and for any group i ∈ [ℓ], we have Our main result is the following.
Theorem 1. Given a ρ-approximate algorithm A for the VANILLA (k, p)-CLUSTERING problem, there is a (ρ +2, 4∆ + 4)-bicriteria approximation algorithm for the FAIR (k, p)-CLUSTERING problem.
In particular, we get O(1)-factor approximations to the FAIR (k, p)-CLUSTERING problem with O(∆) additive violation, for any ℓ p norm 3 . Remark 1. We make a couple of remarks here. (1) For the important special case of ∆ = 1, we can get a slightly better result of (ρ +2, 3)-bicriteria approximation. For applications where the cluster sizes returned are big, the additive +4 violation can be negligible. (2) Although we state our results in the setting where the only constraint on the open facilities is their cardinality, our technique also works if there are constraints on the facilities. For instance, it easily works if there is a knapsack or a matroid or generalized constraints [15] on the centers that can be opened. If the "without fairness" problem has a ρ-approximation, then the "with fairness" problem has a (ρ + 2, 4∆ + 4)-bicriterial approximation.
We use the following λ-violating algorithm for the fair assignment problem to obtain the above theorem. Indeed, in Section 3 we show how to reduce from a FAIR (k, p)-CLUSTERING instance to a FAIR p-ASSIGNMENT instance.
Theorem 2. There exists a (4∆ + 4)-violating algorithm for the FAIR p-ASSIGNMENT problem.
Remark 2. Is having a bicriteria approximation necessary? We do not know. The nub is the FAIR p-ASSIGNMENT problem. It is not hard to show that deciding whether a λ-violating solution exists with λ = 0 under the given definition is NP-hard. However, an algorithm with λ = 0 and cost within a constant factor of OPT asgn (J ) is not ruled out. This is an interesting open question.
Our technique also implies algorithms for the lower bounded k-clustering problem. In this, there is no fairness constraint; rather, the constraint is that if a facility is opened, at least L clients must be assigned to it. We can easily get the following.
Theorem 3. Given a ρ-approximate algorithm A for the VANILLA (k, p)-CLUSTERING problem that runs in time T , there is a (ρ +2)-approximation algorithm for the LB-(k, p)-CLUSTERING problem that runs in time O(T + 2 k · poly(n)).
In particular, we obtain a 4.676 algorithm for the lower bounded k-median problem in O(2 k · poly(n)) time.
Reducing FAIR (k, p)-CLUSTERING to FAIR p-ASSIGNMENT
In this section we present a simple reduction from the FAIR (k, p)-CLUSTERING problem to the FAIR p-ASSIGNMENT problem that uses a VANILLA (k, p)-CLUSTERING solver as a black-box. More precisely:
Theorem 4. Given a ρ-approximate algorithm A for the VANILLA (k, p)-CLUSTERING problem and a λviolating algorithm B for the FAIR p-ASSIGNMENT problem, there is a (ρ +2, λ)-bicriteria approximation algorithm for the FAIR (k, p)-CLUSTERING problem.
Proof. The algorithm is as follows: Given instance I of the FAIR (k, p)-CLUSTERING problem, we run A on I to get a (not-necessarily fair) solution (S, φ). We are guaranteed L p (S; φ) ≤ ρ · OPT vnll (I) ≤ ρ · OPT fair (I). Let J be the instance of FAIR p-ASSIGNMENT obtained by taking S as the set of facilities. We run algorithm B on J to get a λ-violating solutionφ. We return (S,φ).
By definition of λ-violating solutions, we get that (S,φ) satisfies eq. (V) and that L p (S, φ ′ ) ≤ OPT asgn (J ). The proof of the theorem follows from the lemma below. Proof. Suppose the optimal solution of I is (S * , φ * ) with L p (S * ; φ * ) = OPT fair (I). Recall (S, φ) is the solution returned by the ρ-approximate algorithm A. We describe the existence of an assignment φ ′ : C → S such that φ ′ satisfies eq. (RD) and eq. (MP), and L p (S; φ ′ ) ≤ (ρ + 2) · OPT fair (I). For every f * ∈ S * , define nrst(f * ) := arg min f ∈S d(f, f * ) be the closest facility in S to f * . For every client v ∈ C, define φ ′ (v) := nrst(φ * (v)). The following two claims prove the lemma. 
Proof. Fix a client v ∈ C. For the sake of brevity, let:
The first and third follows from triangle inequality while the second follows from the definition of nrst. Therefore, if we define the assignment cost vectors corresponding to φ, φ ′ , and φ * as
: v ∈ C} respectively, the above equation implies d ′ ≤ 2 d + d * . Now note that the L p is a monotone norm on these vectors, and therefore,
The proof is complete by noting L p (S * ; φ * ) = OPT fair (I) and L p (S; φ) ≤ ρ · OPT fair (I).
Algorithm for the FAIR p-ASSIGNMENT problem
In this section we prove Theorem 2 and give a (4∆ + 4)-violating algorithm for the FAIR p-ASSIGNMENT problem. We use an algorithm for minimum degree-bounded matroid basis problem (MDBMB) due to Király et al. [33] . In this problem one is given a matroid M = (X, I), costs on elements in X, a hypergraph H = (X, E), and functions f : E → R and g : E → R such that f (e) ≤ g(e) for all e ∈ E. The objective is to find the minimum cost basis B ⊆ X such that for all e ∈ E, f (e) ≤ |B ∩ e| ≤ g(e).
Back to our problem. Fix an assignment J of the problem where S is the set of facilities. We start by writing a natural LP-relaxation 4 .
Proof. Given an optimal solution φ * of J , set x v,f = 1 iff φ * (v) = f . This trivially satisfies the fairness conditions. Observe L p (S; φ * ) p is precisely the objective cost. 
Next, we define the hypergraph H = (E, E) whose vertex set are the pairs in E. For each f ∈ S and Now for an MBDMB instance, one can write a natural LP relaxation (LP(4) in [33] ) with rank and degree constraints; By the construction above, x ⋆ is a feasible solution to this natural LP of cost LP. Now we state the main result in Király et al [33] .
Theorem 9 (Paraphrasing of Theorem 1 in [33] ). There exists a polynomial time algorithm that outputs a basis B of cost at most OPT, such that f (e) − 2∆ H + 1 ≤ |B ∩ e| ≤ g(e) + 2∆ H − 1 for each edge e ∈ E of the hypergraph, where ∆ H = max v∈X |{e ∈ E H : v ∈ e}| is the maximum degree of a vertex in the hypergraph H, and OPT is the cost of the natural LP relaxation.
Note that for our hypergraph ∆ H ≤ ∆ + 1 where ∆ is the maximum number of groups a client can be in. This is because every pair (v, f ) belongs to E f and E f,i 's for all C i 's containing v. Now we can apply Theorem 9 to obtain a basis B of matroid M with the properties mentioned. Note that any basis corresponds to an assignment φ : C → S of all clients. Furthermore, the cost of the basis is precisely L p (S; φ) p . Since this cost is ≤ LP ≤ OPT fair (J ) p , we get that L p (S; φ) ≤ OPT fair (J ). We now need to argue about the violation.
Fix a server f and a client group C i . Let T f and T f,i denote the number of clients assigned to f and the number of clients from C i that are assigned to f respectively (by the integral assignment). Then, by Theorem 9,
Now consider eq. (RD). Since, T f,i ≤ α i T f (as the LP solution is feasible), it follows that:
where the second and last inequality follows as α i ≤ 1. We can similarly argue about eq. (MP). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
Remark 3. For the case of p = ∞, the objective function of eq. (LP) doesn't make sense. Instead, one proceeds in the following standard way. We begin with a guess G of OPT asgn (I); we set x v,f = 0 for all pairs with d(v, f ) > G. We then check if eqs. (1a) to (1c) have a feasible solution. If they don't then our guess G is infeasible (too small). If they do, then the proof given above returns an assignment which violates eqs. (RD) and (MP) by additive 4∆ + 4, and satisfies d(v, φ(v)) ≤ G for all v ∈ C.
Remark 4. When ∆ = 1, that is, the C i 's are disjoint, we can get an improved +3 additive violation (instead of +8). Instead of using Theorem 9, we can use the generalized assignment problem (GAP) rounding technique by Shmoys and Tardos [39] to achieve this. We omit these details from this extended abstract.
Lower Bounded Clustering
In this section we show a simple application of our technique which solves the lower bounded clustering problem. The problem arises when, for example, one wants to ensure anonymity [4] and is called "private clustering" in [37] . For the p = ∞ norm, that is the lower bounded k-center problem, there is a 3-approximation known [4] for the problem. For the p = 1 norm, that is the lower bounded k-median problem, there are O(1)-approximation algorithms 5 [7, 40] although the constants are large. In contrast, we show simple algorithms with much better constants in O(2 k poly(n)) time. Theorem 3. Given a ρ-approximate algorithm A for the VANILLA (k, p)-CLUSTERING problem that runs in time T , there is a (ρ +2)-approximation algorithm for the LB-(k, p)-CLUSTERING problem that runs in time O(T + 2 k · poly(n)).
Using the best known polynomial time algorithm for the k-median problem, we get the following corollary.
Theorem 10. There is a 4.676-factor approximation algorithm for the lower bounded k-median running in O(2 k · poly(n)) time.
Remark 5. As in the case of fair clustering, Theorem 3 holds even when there are more general constraints on the centers. Therefore, for instance, in O(2 k poly(n)) time, we can get a 34-approximation for the lower bounded knapsack median problem due to the knapsack median result [41] , and a 5-approximation for the lower bounded center problem even when the total weight of the centers is at most a bound and the set of centers need be an independent set of a matroid [15] .
